We report the results of the application of the quark-confining string to the P spectrum. The model is defined by a relativisticallly invariant action of quarks and color gauge fields. In 
where' coordinates u' and u' parametrize the embedding R&(u), y. =0, 1, 2, 3, of the string in four dimensions. The local geometry of this embedding is described by the tangent vectors 7 =(&R "/&u ) (j =y&T""), the induced metric g & =7' . v~, g=det(g"s), and its inverse g" =(g"8) with T&"=g r8& The qua.rk fields g are color triplets of four-component fermions. To check the validity of the Schrodinger approximation, we have calculated some of the relativistic corrections and find that they are small. In particular, the 5 L (spin-orbit) splitting of the 1I' state is of the order E(l =1, 8=2)-E(/=1, J=0) -0.14 GeV.
On comparison of this with the binding energy [E(/ =1) -2m -1.1 GeV], the nonrelativistic approximation is justified a Posteriori. To test the validity of QCS, it is important to complete the leading-order relativistic-correction (e.g. , spinspin splitting) calculation for the charm string and compare with the data.
To summarize, we note that the charmonium model with a linearly rising potential can be obtained from a relativistically invariant, fieldtheoretic (albeit unconventional) model. Furthermore, relativity requires the introduction of string variables (via g"s) which give additional physical states even in the Schrodinger limit.
Triplet-singlet, tensor, and spin-orbit splittings are expected to occur in the levels shown in Fig. 2 as a 
